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The most precise top quark mass measurements use kinematic reconstruction methods, deter-
mining the top mass parameter of a Monte Carlo event generator, mMCt . Due to the complicated
interplay of hadronization and parton shower dynamics in Monte Carlo event generators relevant
for kinematic reconstruction, relating mMCt to field theory masses is a non-trivial task. In this talk
we report on a calibration procedure to determine this relation using hadron level QCD predic-
tions for 2-Jettiness in e+e− annihilation, an observable which has kinematic top mass sensitivity
and a close relation to the invariant mass of the particles coming from the top decay. The theo-
retical ingredients of the QCD prediction are reviewed. Fitting e+e− 2-Jettiness calculations at
NLL/NNLL order to PYTHIA 8.205, we find that mMCt agrees with the MSR mass m
MSR
t,1GeV within
uncertainties. At NNLL we find mMCt = m
MSR
t,1GeV +(0.18± 0.22)GeV. mMCt can differ from the
pole mass mpolet by up to 600MeV, and using the pole mass generally leads to larger uncertain-
ties. At NNLL we find mMCt = m
pole
t +(0.57±0.28)GeV as the fit result. In contrast, converting
mMSRt,1GeV obtained at NNLL to the pole mass gives a result for m
pole
t that is substantially larger and
incompatible with the fit result. We also explain some theoretical aspects relevant for employing
the C-parameter as an alternative calibration observable.
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1. Introduction
The most precise measurements of the top quark mass are based on direct reconstruction meth-
ods exploiting its kinematic properties and have reached uncertainties of about 0.5 GeV [1, 2, 3].
They are based on multivariate fits that use a maximum amount of information from the top decay
final states. This includes template and matrix element fits for distributions such as the measured
invariant mass. Since these observables are highly differential and depend on experimental cuts
and details of the jet dynamics, multipurpose Monte Carlo (MC) event generators are employed in
these analyses, and the measured mass is the top mass parameter mMCt contained in the particular
MC event generator. Clearly, the interpretation of mMCt from the field theoretic point of view is
influenced by the interplay of both perturbative and non-perturbative QCD effects and – because
MC generators provide only approximate descriptions – may also depend in part on the MC tuning
and the set of observables used in the analyses. In the direct reconstruction analyses referred to
above the systematic uncertainties from MC modeling are a dominant part of the uncertainty bud-
get, but they do not address in any way how mMCt is related to a mass parameter defined precisely in
quantum field theory that can be globally used for higher order theoretical predictions. The relation
is nontrivial because it requires an understanding of the interplay between the partonic components
of the MC generator (hard matrix elements and parton shower) and the hadronization model. Fur-
thermore it may be affected by common basic approximations made in the construction of the MC
machinery. One can also say that – at the level of precision achieved for top mass measurements in
direct reconstruction – MC generators should be considered as models whose partonic components
and hadronization models are, through the tuning procedure, capable of describing experimental
data to a precision that is higher than that of their partonic input.
In the past mMCt has frequently simply been identified with the pole mass, which is, however
not defined beyond perturbation theory. This identification may not immediately look incompatible
with parton-shower implementations for massive quarks, but a direct identification is disfavored
because the parton-shower does not account for perturbative corrections from momenta below the
MC shower cutoffΛc∼ 1GeV and as a consequence, mMCt may be also sensitive to non-perturbative
effects from momenta belowΛc. Also, the pole mass has anO(ΛQCD) renormalon ambiguity, while
mMCt does not, since information from perturbative QCD is not employed below Λc. It has been
argued [4, 5] that mMCt has a much closer (and perturbatively more stable) relation to the MSR
mass [6] mMSRt (R≈ Λc), where the scale R defining this scheme is close to Λc.
For a given MC generator (which in this context also implies that one considers a given tune),
mMCt can be calibrated with respect to a field theory mass scheme through a fit of MC predictions
to hadron level QCD computations for observables closely related to the distributions that enter
the experimental reconstruction analyses. In Ref. [7] a precise quantitative study was provided on
the interpretation of mMCt in terms of the MSR and pole mass schemes based on a hadron level
prediction for the 2-Jettiness variable τ2 [8] for the production of a boosted top-antitop quark pair
in e+e− annihilation. To be definite τ2 is defined as:
τ2 = 1−max
~nt
∑i |~nt ·~pi|
Q
, (1.1)
where the sum is over the 3-momenta of all final state particles, the maximum defines the thrust axis
~nt and Q is the center of mass energy. In Refs. [9, 10] a factorization theorem has been proven for
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boosted top quarks, yielding hadron level predictions for τ2. The τ2 distribution has a distinguished
peak very sensitive to the top mass, and is a delta function at τmin2 (mt) = 1 −
√
1−4m2t /Q2 at
tree level. For Q sufficiently larger than mt the peak region is dominated by dijet events where the
top quarks decay inside narrow back-to-back cones, and there τ2 is directly related to the sum of
the squared invariant masses M2a,b in the two hemispheres defined by the thrust axis ~nt , (τ2)peak ≈
(M2a +M
2
b)/Q
2 [9, 10]. Therefore τ2 in the peak region is an observable with direct kinematic
top mass sensitivity, just like those that enter the top quark mass reconstruction methods, and the
results of the calibration study should provide information relevant for the interpretation of the
direct reconstruction measurements.
2. 2-Jettiness Distribution
The τ2 distribution in the peak region for boosted top quarks has the basic form
dσ
dτ2
=
∫
dk
(
dσˆs
dτ2
+
dσˆns
dτ2
)(
τ2− kQ
)
Fτ2(k)
[
1+O
(
ΛQCD
Q
,
Γt
mt
)]
, (2.1)
where dσˆs/dτ2 contains the singular partonic QCD corrections α js [ lnk(τ2− τmin2 )/(τ2 − τmin2 ) ]+
and α js δ (τ2 − τmin2 ) in the dijet limit and dσˆns/dτ2 stands for the remaining partonic nonsingular
QCD corrections. The shape function Fτ2 describes non-perturbative effects from wide-angle soft
gluon radiation [11]. The singular partonic contribution obeys the factorization theorem
dσˆs
dτ2
= QH(6)Q (Q,µQ)U
(6)
HQ (Q,µQ,µm)H
(6)
m (Q,mt ,µm)U
(5)
Hm
( Q
mt
,µm,µB
)
(2.2)
×
∫
ds
∫
dkJ(5)B,τ2
( s
mt
,µB,Γt ,δmt
)
U (5)S (k,µB,µS) Sˆ
(5)
τ2
(
Q[τ2− τmin2 (mt)]−
s
Q
− k,µS
)
,
which is based on Soft-Collinear-Effective Theory [12, 13, 14, 15] and separates the contributions
from the hard interactions in the hard functions HQ and Hm, the jet function JB,τ2 , and the soft
cross-talk between the top and antitop jets in the partonic soft function Sˆτ . The jet function JB,τ2 is
derived in boosted HQET [9] since the collinear top jet invariant mass in the peak region is very
close to the nominal top quark mass. It includes the collinear dynamics of the decaying top quarks
and leading top finite-width effects. The various evolution factors UX sum large logarithms.
Results for dσˆs/dτ2 with next-to-leading logarithmic resummation +O(αs) singular correc-
tions (NLL + NLO) can be found in Ref. [10], with the addition of the virtual top quark contribution
and rapidity logarithms in Hm and the corresponding evolution factor UHm both from Ref. [16]. The
N2LL evolution in UHQ and US is known from the massless quark case, and is consistent with the di-
rect O(α2s ) calculation of the JB,τ2 anomalous dimension [17]. We implemented all the N2LL order
ingredients for the proper treatment of the flavor number dependence [superscript (6) for including
top as dynamic quark versus superscript (5) for excluding the top] in the RG evolution [18, 19]. We
also include the O(αs) nonsingular corrections dσˆns/dτ2 [20].
For the shape function Fτ2 we use the convergent basis functions introduced in Ref. [21] trun-
cated to 4 elements (where the 4-th element is already numerically irrelevant), which determine
the moments of the shape function Ωi [22, 23]. The leading power correction Ω1 is defined in the
R-gap scheme such that it cancels an O(ΛQCD) renormalon present in Sˆτ2 [24]. This renders Ω1 de-
pendent on the subtraction scale RS, and we quote results forΩ1 at the reference scales RS = 2 GeV.
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Equation (2.2) is written in terms of a generic mass scheme mt , with δmt = m
pole
t −mt in J(5)B,τ2 con-
trolling the dominant sensitivity to the mass scheme. In the pole mass scheme δmt = 0. Using
renormalon-free schemes, the MS mass with δmt ∝ mt is appropriate for the hard functions. In the
jet function J(5)B,τ2 one has to adopt a scheme such as MSR [6] with δmt ∼ R∼ Γt to avoid upsetting
the power counting in the peak region. The evolution of the MSR mass with R and of Ω1 with RS is
described by R-evolution [6, 25]. To sum large logarithms we use τ2-dependent scales µi(τ2) and
Ri(τ2), which can be expressed in terms of 9 parameters. These parameters are varied to estimate
perturbative uncertainties.
For a given center of mass energy Q, the key parameters that enter the QCD factorization
predictions for the τ2 distribution are the top mass mt , the top width Γt , the hadronic parametersΩi,
and the strong coupling αs(mZ). We will consider fits both in the pole and the MSR mass schemes.
The results in the MSR scheme are quoted in terms of mMSRt (1GeV) following [4, 5].
3. Fit Procedure
For a given mMCt we produce MC datasets for dσ/dτ2 in the peak region for various Q val-
ues. For a given profile and value of αs(mZ) we fit the parameters mt and Ωi of the hadron level
QCD predictions to this MC dataset. For each Q value the distribution is normalized over the fit
range, and multiple Qs are needed simultaneously to break degeneracies concerning mt and the
soft function moments Ωi. We construct the χ2-function using the statistical uncertainties in the
MC datasets. We do the fit by first, for a given value of mt , minimizing χ2 with respect to the Ωi
parameters. The resulting marginalized χ2 is then minimized with respect to mt used in the QCD
predictions. Uncertainties obtained for the QCD parameters from this χ2 simply reflect the MC sta-
tistical uncertainties used to construct the χ2. To estimate the perturbative uncertainty in the QCD
predictions we take 500 random points in the profile-function parameter space and perform a fit for
each of them. The 500 sets of best-fit values provide an ensemble from which we remove the upper
and lower 1.5% in the mass values to eliminate potential numerical outliers. From this we then
determine central values by averaging the largest and smallest values and perturbative uncertainties
from half the covered interval.
To illustrate the calibration procedure we use PYTHIA 8.205 [26, 27] with the e+e− de-
fault tune 7 (the Monash 2013 tune [28] for which Λc = 0.5 GeV) for top mass parameter values
mMCt = 170, 171, 172, 173, 174 and 175 GeV. We use a fixed top quark width Γt = 1.4GeV which
is independent of mMCt . No other changes are made to the default settings. To minimize statistical
uncertainties we generate each distribution with 107 events. We have carried out fits for the fol-
lowing seven Q sets (in GeV units): (600,1000,1400), (700,1000,1400), (800,1000,1400), (600
– 900), (600 – 1400), (700 – 1000) and (700 – 1400), where the ranges refer to steps of 100.
For each one of these sets we have considered three ranges of τ2 in the peak region: (60%,80%),
(70%,80%) and (80%,80%), where (x%,y%) means that we include regions of the spectra whose
τ2 < τ
peak
2 having cross-section values larger than x% of the peak height, and τ2 > τ
peak
2 with cross
sections larger than y% of the peak height, where τpeak2 is the peak position. This makes a total of
21 fit settings each of which gives central values and scale uncertainties for the top mass and the
Ωi.
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Figure 1: Distribution of best-fit mass values from the scan over parameters describing perturbative un-
certainties. Results are shown for cross sections employing the MSR mass mMSRt (1GeV) (left) and the pole
mass mpolet (right), both at N2LL and NLL. The PYTHIA datasets use mMCt = 173 GeV as an input.
4. Numerical Results of the Calibration
To visualize the stability of our fits we display in Fig. 1 the distribution of best-fit mass values
obtained for 500 random profile functions for mMCt = 173 GeV based on the Q set (600− 1400)
and the bin range (60%,80%). Results are shown for mMSRt (1GeV) and m
pole
t at NLL and N2LL
order, exhibiting good convergence, with the higher order results having a smaller perturbative scale
uncertainty. The results for mMSRt (1GeV) are stable and about 200 MeV below m
MC
t confirming
the close relation of mMSRt (1GeV) and m
MC
t suggested in Refs. [4, 5]. We observe that m
pole
t is
about 1.1 GeV (NLL) and 0.7 GeV (N2LL) lower than mMCt , demonstrating that corrections here
are bigger, and that the MC mass cannot simply be identified with the pole mass. The results
from the fits to the 21 different Q sets and bin ranges mentioned above are quite similar. Their
differences can be interpreted as a quantification of the level of incompatibility between the MC
event generator results and the QCD predictions. Unlike the perturbative uncertainties they need
not necessarily to decrease when going from NLL to N2LL due to intrinsic limitations of the MC
generator. We therefore use the differences from the 21 fits to assign an additional incompatibility
uncertainty between QCD and the MC generator for the calibration which one may interpret as an
estimate for the intrinsic MC uncertainty.
To quote final results we used the following procedure: (1) Take the average of the highest
and lowest central values from the 21 sets as the final central value of our calibration. (2) Take the
average of the scale uncertainties of these sets as our final estimate for the perturbative uncertainty.
(3) Take the half of the difference of the largest and smallest central values from the sets as the
incompatibility uncertainty between QCD and the MC. (4) Quadratically add the perturbative, and
incompatibility errors to obtain a final uncertainty.
Using αs values within the uncertainty of the world average αs(mZ) = 0.1181(13) gives an
4
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mMCt = 173 GeV
(
τe+e−2
)
mass order central perturb. incompatibility total
mMSRt,1GeV NLL 172.80 0.26 0.14 0.29
mMSRt,1GeV N
2LL 172.82 0.19 0.11 0.22
mpolet NLL 172.10 0.34 0.16 0.38
mpolet N2LL 172.43 0.18 0.22 0.28
Table 1: Results of the calibration for mMCt = 173 GeV in PYTHIA, combining results from all Q sets and bin
ranges. Shown are central values, perturbative and incompatibility uncertainties, and the total uncertainty,
all in GeV. The results shown for the pole mass mpolet are not final as explained in the text.
additional parametric uncertainty of ' 20 MeV for mMSRt (1GeV) and mpolet at N2LL order. This
is an order of magnitude smaller than the other uncertainties and we therefore neglect it. Table 1
shows our final results for the MSR mass mMSRt (1GeV) and m
pole
t at NLL and N2LL order, utilizing
the mMCt = 173 GeV dataset. For m
MSR
t (1GeV)we observe a reduction of perturbative uncertainties
from 260 MeV at NLL to 190 MeV at N2LL. The corresponding incompatibility uncertainties are
140 and 110 MeV. The corresponding fit results for the first shape function moment are ΩPY1 =
0.42± 0.07± 0.03 GeV at N2LL and ΩPY1 = 0.41± 0.07± 0.02 GeV at NLL order with the first
uncertainty coming from scale variation and second from incompatibility. The result agrees nicely
with the expectation that Ω1 ∼ ΛQCD.
Using the pole mass scheme in our theory prediction and repeating the calibration fit we find
that there is a significant difference to mMCt , and we observe that the central value shifts by 330 MeV
between NLL and N2LL order, see Tab. 1. There is a reduction of perturbative uncertainties like in
the MSR scheme, however the incompatibility uncertainty increases at N2LL order. Interestingly,
while we observe that mpolet < mMSRt,1GeV for our fit result in the pole mass scheme, one obtains
mpolet >mMSRt,1GeV when converting our MSR mass result to the pole mass. At NLO the corresponding
correction reads mpolet = mMSRt,1GeV + 0.17GeV+O(α
2
s ). This observation may not be unexpected,
since the pole mass often leads to poorer convergence of perturbative series due to the pole mass
renormalon problem. This indicates that the uncertainty in the relation between mMCt and m
pole
t is
actually larger than indicated by the pole mass results in Tab. 1 by themselves.
We have carried out the calibration procedure for mMCt values between 170 and 175 GeV in
steps of 1 GeV, and the outcome of our fits showed a behavior consistent with the results given in
Tab. 1. In future studies such calibration results should be independently determined for different
MC event generators and also for generator settings (such as different tunes). In the case of the
MSR mass it is clear that the results from Tab. 1 are well behaved perturbatively and we therefore
expect that higher order results will lie within the given uncertainties. This means that for the setup
described before a MC top quark mass value of mMCt = 173 GeV (as a representative example) can
be associated with the MSR mass value of mMSRt,1GeV = 172.82±0.22 GeV. Overall we find that
mMCt = m
MSR
t,1GeV+(0.18±0.22)GeV , (4.1)
for MC top quark masses between 172 and 174GeV. So mMCt and m
MSR
t,1GeV may be identified to
within about 200MeV.
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To give a definite result including a reliable uncertainty estimate for the relation of mMCt and
the top quark pole mass (that accounts for the observations discussed above) we adopt the following
strategy at NNLL: (1) We use the perturbative MSR-pole mass relation at NLO quoted above and
take the average between the direct pole mass calibration result from Tab. 1 (lowest line) and the
converted result (using the MSR mass result as input) for the final pole mass central value. (2) For
the uncertainty we take the quadratic sum of the direct determination uncertainty shown in Tab. 1
(lowest line) and half of the difference with respect to the MSR converted result (which amounts
to 0.28GeV at NNLL).
Applying this procedure we find that for the above described setup a MC top quark mass value
of mMCt = 173 GeV can be associated with the pole mass value of m
pole,N2LL
t = 172.71±0.40 GeV.
To obtain the relation of mMCt and m
pole
t at NLL order we proceed in the analogous way by using
the direct calibration result for the pole mass in Tab. 1 (second-to-lowest line) and the tree-level
relation mpolet = mMSRt,1GeV. Here, half of the difference of the two resulting values for m
pole
t amounts
to 0.35 GeV. For mMCt = 173 GeV the pole mass NLL result reads m
pole,NLL
t = 172.45±0.52 GeV,
which is consistent with the NNLL result. Overall we find that mMCt = m
pole
t +(0.29±0.40)GeV
at NNLL order for MC top quark masses between 172 and 174GeV. So mpolet and mMSRt,1GeV may
also be identified - however, only within about 400MeV.
To the extent that the treatment of the top in MC generators and QCD factorizes for different
kinematically sensitive observables and from whether one considers e+e− or pp collisions, our
method can be used to calibrate mMCt in current experimental reconstruction analyses. It is nev-
ertheless important to clarify to which extent the MC top quark mass determined for one process
and observable has this universal meaning. A promising approach to this is to do a similar analysis
as the one presented in this work while considering a different process e.g. pp or a sufficiently
different e+e− observable. pp collisions introduce initial state radiation, color reconnection, and
additional hadronization and multi-parton interaction effects, not present in e+e−. A possible way
around the most troublesome complications for pp is to use so called “light jet-grooming” as in
Ref. [29]. Alternatively, it is also interesting to explore sufficiently different observables for e+e−
which will be described in the following. Prior to this, we believe that applying our e+e− calibra-
tion to mMCt from a typical pp reconstruction analysis will give a more accurate result than simply
assuming mMCt = m
pole
t .
Exploring MC top quark mass universality with different e+e− observables
One possibility for an alternative e+e− observable is a mass-sensitive version of C-parameter,
defined as:
CM =
3
2
[
2− 1
Q2 ∑i6= j
(pi · p j)2
p0i p
0
j
]
. (4.2)
The CM observable coincides with the regular C-parameter definition for massless final state
particles and was already used in Ref. [30] due to its favorable features when looking at massive
final state particles. The biggest difference compared with thrust is the strong sensitivity to the
top quark decay. Due to the clustering property of thrust, the events where the decay products
respect the original hemisphere division (which give the leading contribution) contribute in the
same way to the thrust distribution as in the case of a stable top. This is why the decay inclu-
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sive formula from Eq. (2.2) works well in this case. For the mass-sensitive C-parameter (subse-
quently we will refer to this simply as C-parameter) a more differential treatment of the decay is
needed to describe the unstable distribution correctly. This fact becomes obvious when looking
at the difference in peak position in the stable CminM = 12(mt/Q)
2[1− (mt/Q)2] and unstable case
CminM ≈ 12(mt/Q)2[1−4(mt/Q)2].
For the leading contribution, which comes from those events where the decays respect the
hemisphere division, the factorization theorem for the singular part can be extended to the following
form:
1
σ0
dσunstable
dCM
=
∫
dC¯
1
σ0
dσ stables
dCM
(CM−C¯)F(C¯) , (4.3)
where 1σ0
dσ stable
dCM
represents the C-parameter factorization formula for stable top quarks in analogy
to Eq. (2.2). As indicated in Eq. (4.3) this expression needs to be convoluted with an additional
function F , called the decay function. It is given by F(C¯) =
∫
∏i dφidθi δ (C¯−CdecayM (θi,φi)+CminM )
with CdecayM (θi,φi) giving the value of the C-parameter for the (anti-)top decay products and φi
and θi denoting the polar and azimuthal angles of the decay products in the rest frame of the
decaying particle. This function may account for NLO QCD corrections to the top quark decay and
basically accounts for the C-parameter difference between the stable case and the unstable case
where the (anti-)top quark is produced at LO as an on-shell particle. At LO it can be obtained
from standard fixed-order Monte Carlo programs. This approach is exact in the limit that top
production and decay factorize and allows to treat the radiation off the top with analytical tools, as
in the case of thrust and subsequently takes care of the (anti-)top quark decay in a more differential
manner. With this setup a comparably precise calibration should be feasible while considering a
more decay sensitive, hence significantly different observable and will be discussed in more detail
in an upcoming publication [31].
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